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Abstract

Privatization of business in various countries greatly affects economic growth and development, so it makes corporate's activity increasingly dominating legal subjects of Person and State. It also tends to cause corporate crime. The issues are about what the causes of criminal procedural law implementation which is not effective are, how to anticipate those causes in order to create impartial judiciary, and how to reform corporate criminal procedural law “ius constituendum” that is holistic in order to create equal formulation between Person and Corporation. Then, it can be concluded that, First, corporate criminal procedural law “Ius Constitutum” which is still centric and fragmented, causes responsibility enforcement of corporate crime not effective, Second, it is necessary to be anticipated by creating a systematic and integral corporate criminal procedural law, Third, reformation policy of corporate criminal procedural law “ius constituendum” that is holistic and hierarchically equal with Law must be formulated soon. Therefore, it is recommended that in Prolegnas 2018, that policy becomes the priority to be discussed and legalized.
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Introduction

The privatization of businesses originally managed by the government and then handed over to the private sector in many countries has made corporate's activity more dominant in influencing economic growth and development either national or global. Although the corporation is a fictional entity, as fiction theory pioneered by Carl Von Savigny (1779-1861) for his increasingly meritorious position in the economic field since he was introduced 1234 by Pope Innocent IV who perpetuated the "universitas/societas delinguere nonpotest" (legal entity cannot be convicted), in which because the virtues he has given to humanity and humanity have been elevated by human beings on a par...
with the human (natuurlijke persoon) to be the subject of the rechtspersoon law so that the terminology is only related to the term civil legal entity.

Now, sociologically, the tendency of corporate domination toward the State and the legal subject of People nationally and globally is increasing, it can be seen from the research of Indonesia Corruption Watch in which corporations dominate the control of land in Indonesia, which is about 57.4 percent of the land controlled by the corporations from total land owned by the Government of Indonesia,¹ as well as research by Sarah Andersen and John Cavanagh², revealing that from 100 largest economic entities consisting of states and corporations; 51 is the Corporations while the State is only 49 in number, in which Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or Sales of the corporations 'General Motors' placing 23rd position, 'Wal-Mart' 25th position, 'Exxon Mobil' 26th position, 'Ford Motor' 27th position, and 'Daimler Chrysler' 28th position, is much higher above the State of Indonesia which only places 31st rank.

The dominance of corporations in the field of economy and land has a negative tendency to commit criminal acts whose effects are far more dangerous than those committed by legal subject of people. The implementation of material corporate criminal law spread in various laws and the obstacles of formal corporate criminal procedural law which is still fragmented, have become "causa causae est causa causati" (the cause of a cause which becomes the cause of the subsequent cause), which causes (causati) the demand of people's justice not fulfilled yet because (causae) the criminal corporations who can be ask for their responsibilities are limited. Therefore, the implementation of criminal procedural law needs to be re-formed holistically and integrally so that responsibility enforcement of corporate crime is effective.

The legal issues raised in this paper are: first, what are the causes of procedural law implementation of responsibility enforcement which is not effective so that it is urgent to be systemized?; second, how is the impact of sociological development of the corporation on the birth of corporate crime anticipated in order to create an impartial judiciary in the Indonesian criminal justice system?; third, how is the reformation of corporate criminal procedural law “ius constitutendum” that is holistic according to the hierarchy of legislation so that it can create equality of formulation between legal subject of person and legal subject of corporation?

Discussion

Domination of the Legal Subject of Corporation of the State and Legal Subject of Person and the Urgency of Systematization of Corporate Criminal Procedural Law and Its Obstacles

Corporations have been firmly subject to criminal law and now tend to dominate the countries as shown in Table 1 below. Although corporate dominance increasingly goes international, the implementation on the procedures of criminal responsibility enforcement and corporate crime is still different from each state jurisdiction.

Even in one of the European countries namely Germany, until now that country does not recognize the existence of criminal responsibility toward corporation, because Germany still admits that the responsibility is charged per person. However, in practice, many other countries, such as the Netherlands or France, have applied criminal responsibility toward the corporation,³ with various theories, doctrines and teachings of corporate criminal responsibility.

Because corporations cannot act or think for themselves, the Court applies the principles of common law agents to indict agents acting within their scope of work. The term of agency principles (representative) is the relationship of duties and responsibilities arising from the ap-
pointment of a corporation leader to an agent (its representative), to which the agent is appointed to act or is approved not to act in the interests and purposes and objectives of the corporation. On this basis, the actions of the management of corporations and/or corporation agents committing criminal acts in the interest and purpose of the corporation shall be regarded as corporate crime.

According to Marshall B. Clinard and Peter C. Yaegar’s opinions in Made Darma Weda’s book, they state:

“A Corporate crime is any act committed by corporations that is punished by the state, regardless of whether it is punished under administrative, civil, or criminal law.”

Thus, the crime committed by corporations can occur in various branches of law in which it is regulated criminal sanctions against corporation as perpetrator of crime.

Penal policy is one means to overcome the problem of corporate crime. Therefore, the use of penal sanctions against corporate crime should be taken account the urgency and effectiveness, particularly, how the criminal procedure should be systematic and integral, in order to create a simple, straightforward, low-cost corporate justice. Furthermore, it does not cause disparities in giving sanctions and variations in the application of different criminal responsibility models when judge decides in court.

There are differences in the implementation of corporate criminal responsibility enforcement procedures in each state jurisdiction. However, considering corporate dominance of state and people legal subjects, and the urgency to criminalize corporations systematically as well as the high integral in Indonesia, a corporate terminology, rechtspersoon, in corporate criminal procedural law has been further expanded into legal entities and non-legal entities (rechtspersoon/geen rechtspersoon).

A Fragmented Criminal Procedural Law’s Obstacles

The impact of corporate dominance in the economic field is like two sides of coin which have different impacts, positive and negative. On the negative side, corporate tendency to commit crime known as “corporate crime” has been detected by Indonesian lawmakers since 1955 with the aim to suppress criminal acts and create deterrent effect against corporations. Therefore, it is issued Emergency Law Number 7 Year 1955 on Investigation, Prosecution and Economic Crime Trial.

By regulating corporation as a subject of criminal in the Law, it means that every action of corporate management and/or its agent is considered as corporate action. Nevertheless, since Old Order era in 1955 until the present, Mental Revolution era, the enforcement of corporate criminal responsibility is relatively limited and corporate is considered as criminal which can be processed in Court. The reason is very clear (causa patet); corporate criminal law is spread out to more than seventy-seven outside Criminal Code. Therefore, it causes (causati) its interpretation to be done in a centric institution, and criminal procedural law regarding the procedure in handling corporate crime is still fragmented.

This condition potentially causes overlapping of authority which is fragmentary, “centric” and/or “sectoral egoism” and it does not show as a unity of criminal law enforcement system. Moreover, each sub-system has created “internal rules” in the form of circulars, decree and so on whose purpose is to harmonize and/or to promote the harmonization of general rules. For instance, the Attorney General’s Regulation Number: PER-028/A/JA/2014 Concerning Handling Criminal Cases Guidelines on Corporate Law Subject, this explains that fragmentary and complementary nature of this Regulation is seen in Article 3 stating “At the time this Regulation applies, any provision or guidance
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related to the handling of criminal cases with corporate law, shall remain valid as long as it is not contradictory to Attorney General’s Regulation. Furthermore, there is also Supreme Court Regulation Number 13 Year 2016 concerning Procedures for Handling Criminal Acts by Corporations.

Systematization of Criminal Procedural Law on Enforcing Corporate Responsibility in Integral Criminal Justice System

The development of corporate criminal law is always influenced by sociological development of the corporation; therefore, along with the development and progress mentioned above, there is also a new crime. That development requires the renewal of criminal law both material and formal (criminal procedural law). Criminal procedural law has a strategic role in the framework of criminal law enforcement. The strategic role of the criminal procedural law lies in the character of the regulation as a mechanism to enforce law and justice.⁸

These new forms of crime have metamorphosed in various corporate business activities and the types are also increasingly diverse like economic sectors: disobedient to court decisions, not paying court fines, investment fraud schemes, Ponzi scheme fraud, mass marketing fraud, health care fraud, fictitious after sales service, kickbacks, unbundling of tests and services to generate higher fees, durable medical equipment/DME fraud, pharmaceutical drug diversion, outpatient surgery fraud and internet pharmacy sales, and financial institution fraud sector such as fictitious bank account, securities/commodities fraud, fair finance, illegally banking transactions, corporate fraud and many more.

Rapid development of corporate crime needs to be anticipated by making a systematic and integral criminal procedural law in Indonesian criminal justice system so as to create an impartial and impartial judiciary. Although there are various norms in the material legislation governing corporate crime; however, if its criminal procedural law is still fragmented, it becomes a major obstacle in the enforcement for legal structural institutions. ‘Systematic’ means to establish a system within a legal section in particular or general field of law, it can be assumed that various regulations are not like a forest which is difficult to harvest; however, it is like a garden which has regular and beautiful plants so as to provide maximum utility for society,⁹ especially this can be a systematic procedural law concerning to procedures of handling integrated corporate criminal cases which are from inquiry, investigation, prosecution as well as to sentence and punishment by judges in court.

The main source of criminal procedural law is the Criminal Code Procedure (Law Number 8 Year 1981). Then it becomes wider due to the emergence of a special criminal law which also regulates criminal procedure law (specifically). Peculiarity of the nature of criminal procedure law may be “addition” and or “extension” to what has been stipulated in the criminal code procedures on both the subject and the object.¹⁰ In Attorney General’s Regulation Number: PER-028/A/JA/2014 Concerning Handling Criminal Cases Guidelines on Corporate Law Subject, and extension of corporate understanding in Supreme Court Regulation Number 13 Year 2016 concerning on Procedures for Handling Criminal Acts by Corporations, the norms of both regulations have also extended the forms of corporations which are merge, segregate to dissolution, and other notions such as the definition of the corporate environment, corporate statements, and Restitution. Restitution is a compensation of the corporation to the victim or his family.

According to B. Arief Sidharta, the process of dispute settlement through judiciary can take place in an impartial and objective manner, and then the process must be done through procedures that can guarantee impartiality and
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objectivity which then standardized in a set of legal rules called Procedural Law. Associated with efforts to ensure impartiality of conflict resolution process, Procedural Law shall contain provisions and principles of evidentiary burden, the audi et alteram partem (hearing all related parties), and the obligation to provide motiver of judiciary. Therefore, further study is needed to decide whether or not procedural law of Supreme Court Regulation Number 13 Year 2016 is effectively implemented by the Judge in the judiciary, or it must be conceived again to create a corporation criminal procedure law ius constituendum which is at the same level as the Constitution.

Judge as one of judicial authority officials who carry out judicial process must have a great responsibility towards the outcome of a verdict. Ideally, a verdict created by judges in the courts does not generate any new problems in the future of the community. This means that the quality of the judge's verdict has an important influence on the community and affects the authority and credibility of the judiciary itself. Primarily, judge's verdict is expected to satisfy the demands of public justice, since no corporation has committed a criminal offense that cannot be held accountable and escapes from the law.

Corporate Criminal Procedural Law Reforma
with Justice as Fairness whose Hierarchy is Equivalent to the Law

The dominant condition of corporations is so strong in the economic field and tends to be criminalized; moreover, corporate crime procedus ius constitutum (PERMA and PERJA) is still one level below the law so it is not systematic and integral. Therefore, a regulation must be created to reform corporate criminal procedural law (formal) of ius constutendum which is holistic on the level of Law as hierarchy and regulated in Law Number 12 Year 2011 on Formation of Laws and Regulations. As a result, it can create equality before the law between criminal acts with law subject (natuurlijk persoon), the one who formulates law in detail and rigid in material and formal criminal law (Criminal Code [KUHP]/Criminal Code Bill [RUUKUHP]-2015/ criminal code procedure [KUHAP]) and equal with corporate law subject (rechtsper- son/geen rechtspersoon).

By reforming formulation of corporate criminal procedure policies (formal) on Law level in detail, hopefully there will be an impact. On one hand, corporation as offender will avoid doing any crime and on the other side, corporation who obliges business and law ethics (good corporate governance) including law subject, will also experience justice as fairness. According to the Decree of State Ministry/the Head of Capital Investment and Development Agency, Number: Kep-23/M.PM. PBUMN/2000, Good Corporate Governance is “the right corporate principle, which should be applied in the management of a company. It is carried out solely in order to ensure the interests of the company to achieve the purpose and objectives of the company.”

Criminalization of corporations provides a deterrent effect to corporations and characterizes the strength of law enforcement in a country. However, it is necessary to review further on Suzuki’s warning in order to impose a criminal punishment in the corporation such as in the form of closing all or part of the business carefully. This is because the impact of verdict is very wide. Those who will suffer are not only those who do wrong, but also innocent people like workers, shareholders and consumers of a factory. To prevent the negative impact of corporate punishment, there should be consideration to ensure workers, shareholders. Therefore, criminal effects against corporations that have a negative impact can be avoided.

Therefore, the purpose of reforming corporate criminal law is to create a criminal and penalization policy of rational and functional corporation that is in the form of; first, the law is capable of giving a deterrent effect and eliminating corporate crime to a tolerable threshold; second, the law is familiar with the corporate business climate; third, the law that leads the corporation is not solely profit oriented which justify all means; fourth, obligation to obey business ethics and principles of good corporate governance; fifth, the law is humanistic and upholds social responsibility.

Some approaches in the using criminal law must be policy-oriented, rational and using a functional, economical, value-oriented and humanistic approach;\(^{15}\) therefore, reforming corporate criminal law approach should able to restore the original function of corporation. When corporate is first appointed as law subject, they aim to exist for the benefit of human and humanity, with the principle “corporation for the benefit of human and humanity, not human for the corporate interests.”

Conclusion

Based on the description above, the author can summarize things as follows. Firstly, even if the corporation can serve as a legal subject and can be criminalized nationally or globally, but *ius constitutum* corporate criminal law which is still centrally and fragmented, has become the cause of the next cause (*causa causae est causa causati*) that enforce corporate criminal responsibility is not effective, so it is urgent to be systematized. Secondly, the sociological development of corporate law subject has created new forms of criminal acts that metamorphose into various corporate business activities with the increasingly diverse types of criminal; thus, it should be anticipated by making a systematic and integral corporation procedural law in Indonesia’s criminal justice system, so that it will create an impartial and objective judiciary. Thirdly, considering the condition of corporation in the economic field is dominant, it the tendency to criminalize.

Therefore, it is essential to formulate a policy to reform the corporate criminal procedural law (formal) *ius constitutum* which is holistic and hierarchical on the level of the law so as to create equality before the law between the offense and the perpetrator of the legal subject (*natuurlijke persoon* and equal with the subject of the corporate law (*rechtspersoon/geen rechtspersoon*), in the hope that the corporation offender becomes restrain to the crime, and be obedient to business and legal ethics (good corporate governance), while creating justice as fairness to all legal subjects.

Suggestion

In the future (*ius Constitutum*), it is necessary to reform corporate criminal procedural law (formal) holistically into the same level as Law. It is regulated by hierarchy in Law Number 12 Year 2011 on the Establishment of Laws and Regulations, whose policies have systematized criminal procedure of law enforcement of corporate criminal responsibility integrally. Moreover, *ius Constitutum* of Corporate Criminal Procedure Code is included as a priority in Prolegnas (*Program Legislasi Nasional/National Legislation Program*) 2018 to be discussed and enacted by the Parliament and Government. Hopefully, the implementation of integral corporation accountability for law enforcement can be effective in creating legal certainty and impartial justice in society.
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